
Disclaimer
This brochure is current as from the publication date and supersedes all previous versions. The English version is perceived 
as the master document and all other versions are subject to incorrect translation. The indicated limits of the working ranges 
and performances may vary as a function of the proportion, quality and nutritional conditions of the products. In order to 
achieve an optimal result, it is recommended to adjust the machine within the working ranges of the product sizes mainly 
to be processed. Illustrations and dimensions are approximate and not binding. Subject to design changes in the interest of 
technical progress. Actual scope of supply is specifi ed in our quotations and order confi rmations and may differ from the 
descriptions and photos in this brochure.

Attention! For the illustration of the technical details the safety devices and protection mechanisms are partly not shown in opera-
tive condition. When operating the machine, all corresponding devices and instructions referring to the safety of the machine are to be 
utilised and/or observed.

www.baader.com

BAADER is the global partner on food processing 
solutions with 100 years’ experience. We design 
and engineer innovative and holistic solutions that 
ensure intelligent, safe, effi cient and sustainable food 
processing in all phases, from the handling of live and 
raw protein materials to the fi nished food products. 

Through our data capabilities, we use data to make in-
terpretations and forecasts throughout the food value 
chain. In close collaboration and partnership with our 

customers and partners, we are taking further major 
steps towards greater effi ciency, traceability, transpar-
ency, profi tability and sustainability. 

By sharing knowledge and data, together we can 
succeed in optimising the food value chain in the long 
term.
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Front Half Deboning

The Intelligent Combination of 
Personnel and Automation
The demand for high quality boneless breast meat 
is constricted by the diminishing supply of trained 
personnel to staff manual deboning lines. Labor is 
a continuous challenge within the poultry industry 
and the logical solution is automation. The new 
BAADER Front Half Deboner 661 is designed to 

be a direct replacement for the industry standard 
double-sided manual deboning lines. The machine 
saves skilled labor by automating complex cutting 
and scoring processes while keeping our customers 
directly in control of final product quality and yield.  

Consistent High Performance
Automation prevents production restrictions and makes 
the plant less dependent on labor. The high repeatability 
of our automated processes ensures a consistent per-
formance where a manual process can lead to inconsist-
ences. 

Adapting Tools to Best Fit the Product
The Front Half Deboner 661 measures each front half and 
automatically adjusts the subsequent cutting path. The 
result of the computer-controlled tools is accurate cuts 
producing highest quality and yield performance. 

Fillet and Tender Harvesting
Manual harvesting of fillets and tenders consistently en-
sures the highest quality and optimizes yield. Machine 
operators have control and can immediately influence the 
final product through smart Human-Machine Interface 
(HMI) software to achieve the best results.  

Worker Welfare
Automation reduces repetitive and tiring cutting tasks 
and makes the workplace safer. Ergonomically designed 
working stations on the Front Half Deboner 661 allow 
all-day comfort for workers. One of the important safety 
features include transparent doors to allow operators and 
maintenance personnel to observe all cutting functions 
without placing themselves in danger. 
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Processing Step by Step

Process Overview

1 Manual - Workers load the front halves on saddles

2 Automated - Skinning (can be disengaged)

3 Automated - High yield wishbone harvesting

4 Automated - Measurement of each front half

5 Automated- Back meat cutting and harvesting 
(optional)

6 Automated - Cutting and scraping of fillet

7 Automated - Tendon clipping

8 Manual - Harvesting of fillets and tenders. Workers 
will visually observe if yield or quality is off and can 
immediate call for action.

9 Automated - Deboned carcasses are discharged

10 Automated - Final product are discharged
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Customer Benefits
 / Reduced skilled labor without compromising on 
quality and yield

 / Sensible application of manual labor
 / High yield wishbone removal
 / Measures each front half and automatically 
adjusts the cutting path

 / Adjust settings without stopping production 
 / Reduced footprint
 / No major production flow disruption 
 / Comfortable, ergonomic working positions
 / Low cost of ownership 
 /  Strict hygienic design

10
Transparent doors make it easy to overlook the process, 

and add easy access during maintenance

Work Overview

1 Manual - Loading

2 Manual - Outer-fillet harvesting

3 Manual - Tender harvesting
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The Front Half Deboner 661

Input Product to be Processed on the Front Half 
Deboner 661:

 / Front halves without wings
 / Variations: +/- 300g with no adjustment
 / Processes 70 front halves per minute

Directly Replaces 70fpm Manual Deboning Line

Fillet Products

1 Butterfly fillet without back meat

2 Butterfly fillet with back meat

3 Butterfly with tenders attached 

4 Single fillet

5 Single fillet with tender attached

6 Single fillet with back meat attached

7 Back meat

8 Tenderloin clipped or unclipped
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Yield saving - wishbone removal

Reduced Footprint
When compared to the manual deboning line the BAAD-
ER Front Half Deboner 661 saves our customers approx-
imately 20 feet of valuable production space. The ma-
chine is specifically designed as a direct replacement for 
manual deboning lines commonly found in the US market 
and does not require major production flow changes.

Reduced Staff
Manual deboning lines require significant labor for all 
cuts in preparation for fillet and tender harvesting. The 
Front Half Deboner 661 automatically prepares the fillets 
and tenders for easy and accurate manual harvesting. 
The 661 only requires eight people to run 70 front halves 
per minute. It also provides additional space for trainees 
within a compact footprint.

Front Half Deboner 661

50ft length
8 workers

Manual dual lane deboning line

70ft length
28 workers
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